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2012 Report
Isabel Moraga and the Wisconsin Learning Center Trek group had the opportunity to
share their skills with the LCI people and Govania and the communal movement
coordination was excellent.
The Communal Movement will continue to coordinate activities with WNP in the
future. We held a meeting on Saturday, January 18th in the afternoon. It was good to
know how the Communal Movement works here and the will that they have to carry
out their projects. The morning of the 18th six sewing machines were fixed and I
(Moises) shared ideas with Emilio and the grandchildren of the Communal Movement
President, Winston Downs. Emilio has some sewing machine repair skill I left few tools, and an oil plastic container.
Hopefully Emilio could increase his sewing repair skill.
Emilio Huriston and Adsolom Downs

Sunday our last day on the LCI three members of the CM and
me were talking about ideas for your next project that you
would like to be involved in the LCI. The electricity project is
in process they were working on this already.
Below is the priority list so you will have some ideas how you
will continuous assistance the learning center in the LCI.

1)Doors and windows security bars they really want to get
this as soon as possible: They think the building need to be
secure as you know the learning center will be the place
where all the goodies as sewing machines, tables, chairs and
books are going to be permanent and the windows are glass
windows too.
2) Ceiling and indoors wall: The ceiling is almost finish they
need 2 plywood sheets of 3/8 gauge and the indoor wall
frames are already and the first room or reception area is done but they need to finish the second part
were are going to be located to room so they will need 19 plywood sheets of ¼
3) Paint: They got the paint or varnish for the outside of the building and they will let you know how
much paint they will need for the indoors part. Well hope this update will help you how you will continuous help to LCI
they really appreciate what you have done for the LCI and all the sent you a big huge and greeting too.
If you will sponsor them their request according the priority list I will get the estimate of the doors and window security
bars, the plywood sheets and paint when they will let you know how much panit they will need. About the hammers I
have been calling Rogelio and every time and we have set date for him to come to the office but I k now he is busy just I
wanted let you know that hammer are still and save in WNP office and as soon Rogelio will pick them up I will let you
know.

